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Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids

Sol-fa
TONIC

2.ü Check when completed.

  o I can sing and sign the scale ascending.

  o I can sing and sign the scale descending.

  o I can sing the scale ascending and
descending in one breath.

3. � Sing the following tonic sol-fa patterns without signing.

a) DO DO DO RE MI

b) DO RE MI FA SO

c) DO RE DO RE MI

4.! Write your own tonic sol-fa melody.

5. � Sing your melody.

 DO RE DO RE MI

6.�  Sing the sol-fa using the correct rhythm.

a)

1.� Warm up your voice by singing the tonic sol-fa scale ascending
  and descending. (Hand signs are optional)

1

DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’
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Sol-fa
TONIC1. � Sing and sign the entire scale ascending and descending.

2. � Sing and sign the following.

a)

b)

3. � Sing the following:

a) DO DO DO RE MI

b) DO RE MI FA SO

b)

a)

4.� Sing the tonic sol-fa with the correct rhythm.

DO RE  DO RE

DO RE DO RE MI

5.! Write your own tonic sol-fa melody.

6. � Sing your melody. (Or make your teacher sing it!)

2
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vowel
sounds

When singing vocal exercises and warm-ups, singers use
different vowel sounds. Vowel shaping is important!
Pay close attention to the shape of your mouth and the
sound of each vowel.

MEE   Meh   MAH   MOH   MOO

1. � Sing the following exercises and explore the different vowel sounds above.

a)

b)

It is helpful to use common words to make sure your vowel sounds are correct.
Your teacher may use different words to help you get the best sound!

EE -  meet  EH - chaotic,    AH - father   OH - obey,    OO - too,

c)

2. ) How does a singer form different vowels and consonants?
3. ) Which vowel is  a) the easiest sound for singing high notes?

       b) the most difficult sound for singing high notes?
        c) your favourite sound to sing?

3
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DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

Steps &
Skips

1. � Sing the following.

DO RE MI RE MI

MI
DO RE

Notes moving
In steps

3. � Sing this stepping exercises using: a) tonic sol-fa b) vowel sounds c) note names

SO
DO MI

Singing steps Singing skips

Notes moving in steps on the
staff move from
line -  space - line - space - line

Notes moving
in skips

C D E

2.! Fill in the missing stepping notes.

Notes moving in skips on the
staff move from line - line - line
or space - space - space

4. � Sing the following.

DO MI SO MI SO

6. � Sing this skipping exercise using:    a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowel sounds c) note names

5.! Fill in the missing skipping note.

C
GE

4
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Tones &
semitones

(or half step) is the smallest interval. It is the
distance from one key on the piano to the very next
key, with no key in between.

Example: C to C # , E to F, Bb to B.

sharp

Raises a note by a semitone.

flat

Lowers a note by a semitone.

natural

Cancels a sharp or a flat.

# b n

(or tone) is equal to two semitones. It is the
distance from one key to another with only one
key in between.

ACCIDENTALS

An interval is the distance between two notes.
Tones and semitones are small intervals that are easy
to sing! Explore tones and semitones on the piano,
in your music and with your voice.

semitone

Whole tone

Example: C to D, E to F# , G# to A#.

1. � Sing the semitone exercise slowly using vowel sounds.

2. � Sing the tone exercise slowly using vowel sounds.

Can you find a semitone on
the piano?

Can you find semitone
passages in your music?

Listen to your teacher play
or sing tones and
semitones.  Can you
identify the sounds?

are music symbols that change the pitch of a note by a semitone.

5
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Singing Major

1.O Listen carefully as your teacher sings major scales starting on different notes.

2. � Sing the C major scale slowly using the tonic sol-fa syllables.

D R   M  F   S L   T D’ T    L S F M R   D

Can you find semitones on
the piano keyboard?

A major scale is a
series of eight notes
whose names are in
alphabetical order. C D    E    F   G   A   B   C

DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

3.� I can sing the major scale without assistance: (check when completed)

o a)  ascending only.

o b) descending only.

o c)  ascending and descending.

o d) ascending and descending in one breath.

o e)  ascending and descending using vowel sounds.

o f )  with my eyes closed.

The unique sound of the major scale is due to the pattern of
(whole) tones and semitones. Semitones are found between
the 3rd and 4th and 7th and 8th degrees of the scale.

TONE TONE SEMITONE TONE TONE TONE SEMITONE

 scales

5.! Write the ascending C major scale using whole notes.

Moveable DO means that DO is always
the first note of the key or major scale.

When we sing in C major, DO is C.
When we sing in F major, DO is F.D   R  M F      S   L T  D’

4.� Sing the F major scale.

6
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SINGING major

triads
A triad is a chord made up of the first, third, and fifth
notes of a scale. The notes on the staff move from
line to line to line or space to space to space.

3.O Listen to the following three-note melodies, played at random by your teacher.

4.) Identify if the melodies are tones, semitones or triads.

tones semitones triad

A major triad is made up of the first, third and fifth
notes of a major scale.  DO, MI, SO. If the notes are played
one after another it is a broken triad. If the notes are
played at the same time, it is called a solid triad.

2.� Sing major triads ascending and descending using tonic sol-fa after your teacher
 plays a starting note.

broken
triad

solid
triad

1. � Sing the following:

a) DO DO MI MI SO
b) DO MI DO MI     SO

c) DO MI MI SO SO
d) DO MI     MI       SO MI

a)

b)

thefullvoice.com
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An arpeggio is a broken chord made up of the first,
third, fifth and eighth notes of a scale.

DO  MI  SO  DO’

1.� Sing the arpeggios slowly using:

a) tonic sol-fa
b) note names
c) vowel sounds

2.� Sing the arpeggio with the following:

3.� Sing the following arpeggios.

BONUS QUESTIONS:
Look at the arpeggio exercises.
Can you find the following
music symbols?

a) fermata
b) repeat sign
c) articulation markings
d) time signature
e) treble clef
f) dynamic markings

g) bar lines

a) a very slow tempo (lento)
b) a moderate tempo (andante)
c) a fast tempo  (allegro)
d) a very fast tempo (presto)

a)

b)

a)

b)

thefullvoice.com

Arpeggio Challenge

8Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids



1. Red leather, yellow leather (x3)

2. Mixed biscuits (x3)

3. I wish to wash my Irish wrist watch.

4. Real Rock Wall (x3)

5. Purple paper people (x3)

6.  Any noise annoys an oyster, but a noisy noise annoys an oyster most.

7.  Rory the warrior and Roger the worrier were reared wrongly in a rural brewery.

8.  A big black bug bit a big black bear, made the big black bear bleed blood.

9.  Four furious friends fought for the phone.

10. So, this is the Sushi Chef.

thefullvoice.com

*

*

* Can be sung legato or staccato

A tongue twister is a phrase or sentence that is difficult to
speak quickly, usually because of alliteration (same
consonant sound)  or a sequence of similar sounding
words. Tongue twisters are great exercises for singers! twisters

tongue

Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids

TIPS FOR TONGUE TWISTERS
1.  Start slowly and carefully.

2.  Make sure the beginning AND the end
 of each word is clear.

3.  Repeat the phrase, gradually speed up
 while keeping clarity in the words.

9
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Articulations specify how individual notes are to
be performed within a phrase or passage of music.
Articulation markings are symbols that tell us
how to exactly sing (or play) a note (or notes).

2.� Sing the following exercise slowly.

The curved line connecting the notes is
called a slur. It tells us to sing legato.

1. � Sing the following exercise using relaxed, open vowel sounds.

Sing legato! Legato means smooth and connected.

 Sing Staccato! Staccato means short and detached. Staccato
notes are marked with dots above or below the note head.

3.� Sing the following exercises slowly.

5.� Sing your new exercise slowly. (Or make your teacher sing it!)

4.! Draw your own articulation markings in the exercise below.

Return to repertoire
Can you find articulation markings
in the music you are performing?

Why do you think the composer
wanted to use different articulations
in this song?

10Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids

legato

staccato

Articulation challenge
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Singing with
dynamics

Dynamics refer to the volume that the music is being
sung or played.  Different volumes are marked in your
score with music symbols called dynamic markings.
Singing with dynamics makes music exciting.

gradually sing louder.

crescendo (cresc.)

decrescendo
diminuendo (dim.)

pianissimo         piano            mezzo piano                        mezzo forte   forte                           fortissimo
 very soft     soft            moderately soft               moderately loud  loud                     very loud

ppp fmp mf ff

3.ü Look at a piece from your repertoire.

 a)! circle all dynamic markings with a pencil.

 b)! add some of your own dynamic markings to this piece.

 c)� perform this music for your teacher focusing on performing
  all the dynamic markings.

1. � Sing the exercises below slowly using these dynamics:
 a) piano (p)    b) forte (f)    c) pianissimo (pp)
 d) a crescendo   e) a crescendo and a decrescendo

2.! Add some of your own dynamic markings to each exercise and
 make your teacher sing it.

 fortepiano (fp)
indicates a forte followed

immediately by piano

sforzando (sfz)
 with marked emphasis

morendo
dying away

pianoforte (pf)
soft and then

immediately strong

subito
 means “suddenly” as in

“subito piano”

poco
means “little” as in

“poco cresc.”

gradually sing softer.

DYNAMIC Challenge

b)

a)

11
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SCALES, TRIADS
& ARPEGGIOS

Major Scales

a) o an ascending major scale.                     b)o a descending major scale.

c) o an ascending and descending major scale.

Triads          Arpeggios

d) oa major triad.       e) o an ascending and descending arpeggio.

1.� Sing the following exercises without assistance from the piano.
 You may use tonic sol-fa or vowel sounds. Check when completed.

2.� Sing the following exercises.

a)

c)

d)

b)

Major scale: DO    RE    MI    FA    SO    LA    TI    DO’

Major triad: DO    MI    SO

Arpeggio: DO    MI    SO    DO’

Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids 12
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ascending
Chromatic Scale

di   ri   fi  si   li

2.�Sing the ascending chromatic scale above using:
  a) vowel sounds.
  b) different dynamics (piano and forte).
  c) different tempo (lento, moderato and allegro).
  d) different articulations (legato and staccato).

3.)What is a sharp?

4.) Are you singing any songs that have chromatic passages?

1.� Sing the ascending chromatic scale very slowly. (Hand signs optional)

A semitone is the smallest interval.
A chromatic scale is a scale that moves in
semitones. You use different tonic sol-fa syllables
when you ascend and descend.

DO di   RE ri MI  FA fi  SO si   LA li    TI     DO’

U

di

ri

fi

si

li

Start  HERE

DO di   RE ri     MI  FA fi  SO

U
b)

c)

DO di   RE ri

a)

U

RE

FA

DO

MI

SO

LA

TI

DO’

13

Ascending chromatic tonic sol-fa
syllables are pronounced with an “EE”
sound. (di = “dee”)
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descending
Chromatic scale

te  le  se  me  ra

DO’  TI te   LA

1.!A chromatic scale moves in: (circle one)

whole tones            semitones            skips             steps

ra

me

le

Start  HERE

te

se

U
2.� Sing the descending chromatic scale very slowly. (Hand signs optional)

U
DO’  TI te  LA le   SO se  FA

U
DO’ TI te   LA le   SO se   FA   MI me RE ra    DO

Descending chromatic tonic sol-fa
syllables are all pronounced with an “AY”
sound (te = “tay”) except for “ra” which is
pronounced “RAW”.

RE

FA

DO

MI

SO

LA

TI

DO’

An interval is the distance between two notes.
A semitone (or half step) is the smallest interval.

A chromatic scale is a 12 note (plus octave) scale
that moves in semitones.

3.� Sing the descending chromatic scale slowly using vowel sounds.

4.)What is a flat?

14
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chromatic
Challenges!

What is an interval?
What is a semitone?
What is a chromatic scale?
How many notes are in a chromatic scale?

DO ___ RE ___ MI FA ___ SO ___ LA ___ TI DO’

1.! Fill in the missing ascending chromatic tonic sol-fa under the notes.

2.� Sing the ascending chromatic scale very slowly.

DO' TI ___ LA ___ SO ___ FA MI ___ RE ___ DO

3.! Fill in the missing descending chromatic tonic sol-fa under the notes.

4.� Sing the descending chromatic scale very slowly.

5.� Sing the following exercises slowly using:         a) tonic sol-fa      b) vowel sounds

6.� Sing the ascending and descending chromatic scale using:  a) tonic sol-fa b) vowel sounds

a)

b)

15
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Major & minor
pentascales

16

Penta means five and scale means degrees.
A pentascale is 5 notes in alphabetical order
with a specific pattern of tones and semitones.

major pentascale – tone, tone, semitone, tone.
minor pentascale – tone, semitone, tone, tone.

thefullvoice.com

1.� Sing the major pentascale below using:       a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

2.! Circle where the semitones are in this exercise.

PENTASCALE CHALLENGE

Can you play this exercise
on the piano?

Can you play a major
pentascale starting on a D?

3.� Sing the minor pentascale below using:    a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

4.! Circle where the semitones are in this exercise.

fb fb
Can you play this exercise on
the piano?

Can you play a minor
pentascale starting on a D?

5.� Warm up your voice by singing major and minor pentascales.

6.) What is the pattern of tones and semitones when singing a minor pentascale?

7.� Sing the following exercise after your teacher plays a starting note on piano. (Check when completed)

a)o major pentascale                      b)ominor pentascale.

c) o major pentascale ascending and minor pentascale descending.

d)o minor pentascale ascending and major pentascale descending.

DO RE me FA SO FA me RE DO

LA TI DO RE MI RE DO TI LA

Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids
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Singing
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1.� Sing the following major triad slowly using:  a) tonic sol-fa   b) vowel sounds

b)

a)

A minor triad is the same as a major triad but the
middle note (3rd) is lowered by a semitone. Listen to
your teacher play or sing minor triads. How would
you describe the sound of a minor triad?

2.! Draw a flat beside the correct notes to make the exercise below a minor triad.

3.� Sing the following exercise slowly using:   a)  tonic sol-fa    b) vowel sounds

17

 Minor triads
Minor triads can be sung using the tonic sol-fa:

1. DO  me  SO or        2. LA  DO  MI

 Minor & Minor Challenges

Can you play  a minor triad on the piano?

4.� Sing the following exercises using:     a)  vowels      b) contrasting tempos      c) contrasting dynamics
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MINOR SCALE
NATURAL

1.� Sing the following major scale slowly using tonic sol-fa.

2.! Circle where the semitones are in a major scale.

Minor scales have a different pattern of tones and
semitones making them sound different from
major scales. Listen to your teacher play or sing
minor scales. How would you describe the sound?

Every major scale has a relative natural minor scale. A relative natural minor scale uses the
same key signature as the major scale but you sing LA to LA’ rather than DO to DO’.

natural minor scale

3.� From Low DO, sing steps down to LA. (DO, TI, LA)
4.� Now sing steps from LA to LA’. This is the sound of a natural minor scale.

5.! Circle where the semitones are in a natural minor scale.

D R    M    F       S     L    T D’ T L S F M R D

L T D R M    F S L’ S F    M    R D T  L

You can also sing minor scales starting on DO and using the
chromatic tonic sol-fa for notes that are lowered. (me, le, te)

D R me  F S     le te D’ te le   S    F me R D

18
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MINOR SCALE
HARMONICA harmonic minor scale is a natural minor scale

with the seventh note raised a semitone ascending
and descending. Listen to your teacher play or sing
harmonic minor scales. How would you describe
the sound of this scale?

1.!Write the tonic sol-fa syllables under the notes of each scale. For the minor
 scales, use the method that you prefer (starting on LA or DO).

2.! Circle where the semitones are in each scale.

3.� Sing the following scales very slowly using tonic sol-fa.

4.) Describe the sound of each scale.

a) major scale

b) natural minor scale (lowered 3rd, 6th and 7th)

c) harmonic minor scale (lowered 3rd and 6th)

5.!Add a sharp to the A natural minor scale below to make it a harmonic minor scale.

6.� Sing the following scale very slowly using:   a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

19
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MINOR SCALE
MELODIC

20

A melodic minor scale raises both the sixth and
seventh notes one semitone when ascending, and
descends like the natural minor scale. Listen to
your teacher play or sing this scale. How would
you describe the sound of this scale?

1.� Sing the minor pentascale below.

fb fb

2.� Sing the natural minor scale below.

3.� Sing the melodic minor scale below.

fb fbfn fn

Minor scale CHALLENGE
4.OListen to your teacher play natural minor, harmonic minor or melodic minor scales.
      Can you identify the minor scale they played?

5.� Sing the following minor scales after your teacher plays a starting note on the piano.
(Check when completed)

a)o minor pentascale                       b)o natural minor scale

c)o harmonic minor scale d)o melodic minor scale

Are you currently performing any repertoire that uses minor scales?

fb
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DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

Sol-fa
TONIC

2.ü Check when completed.

  o I can sing and sign the scale ascending.

  o I can sing and sign the scale descending.

  o I can sing the scale ascending and
descending in one breath.

3. � Sing the following tonic sol-fa patterns without signing.

a) DO DO DO RE MI

b) DO RE MI FA SO

c) DO RE DO RE MI

4.! Write your own tonic sol-fa melody.

5. � Sing your melody.

 DO RE DO RE MI

6.�  Sing the sol-fa using the correct rhythm.

a)

1.� Warm up your voice by singing the tonic sol-fa scale ascending
  and descending. (Hand signs are optional)

1
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DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

Sol-fa
TONIC1. � Sing and sign the entire scale ascending and descending.

2. � Sing and sign the following.

a)

b)

3. � Sing the following:

a) DO DO DO RE MI

b) DO RE MI FA SO

b)

a)

4.� Sing the tonic sol-fa with the correct rhythm.

DO RE  DO RE

DO RE DO RE MI

5.! Write your own tonic sol-fa melody.

6. � Sing your melody. (Or make your teacher sing it!)

2
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vowel
sounds

When singing vocal exercises and warm-ups, singers use
different vowel sounds. Vowel shaping is important!
Pay close attention to the shape of your mouth and the
sound of each vowel.

MEE   Meh   MAH   MOH   MOO

1. � Sing the following exercises and explore the different vowel sounds above.

a)

b)

It is helpful to use common words to make sure your vowel sounds are correct.
Your teacher may use different words to help you get the best sound!

EE -  meet  EH - chaotic,    AH - father   OH - obey,    OO - too,

c)

2. ) How does a singer form different vowels and consonants?
3. ) Which vowel is  a) the easiest sound for singing high notes?

       b) the most difficult sound for singing high notes?
        c) your favourite sound to sing?

3Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids
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DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

Steps &
Skips

1. � Sing the following.

DO RE MI RE MI

MI
DO RE

Notes moving
In steps

3. � Sing this stepping exercises using:  a) tonic sol-fa   b) vowel sounds  c) note names

SO
DO MI

Notes moving in steps on the
staff move from
line -  space - line - space - line

Notes moving
in skips

C D E

2.! Fill in the missing stepping notes.

Notes moving in skips on the
staff move from line - line - line
or space - space - space

4. � Sing the following.

DO MI SO MI SO

6. � Sing this skipping exercise using:  a) tonic sol-fa   b) vowel sounds  c) note names

5.! Fill in the missing skipping note.

C
GE

4
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Tones &
semitones

(or half step) is the smallest interval. It is the
distance from one key on the piano to the very next
key, with no key in between.

Example: C to C # , E to F, Bb to B.

sharp

Raises a note by a semitone.

flat

Lowers a note by a semitone.

natural

Cancels a sharp or a flat.

# b n

(or tone) is equal to two semitones. It is the
distance from one key to another with only one
key in between.

ACCIDENTALS

An interval is the distance between two notes.
Tones and semitones are small intervals that are easy
to sing! Explore tones and semitones on the piano,
in your music and with your voice.

semitone

Whole tone

Example: C to D, E to F# , G# to A#.

1. � Sing the semitone exercise slowly using vowel sounds.

2. � Sing the tone exercise slowly using vowel sounds.

Can you find a semitone on
the piano?

Can you find semitone
passages in your music?

Listen to your teacher play
or sing tones and
semitones.  Can you
identify the sounds?

are music symbols that change the pitch of a note by a semitone.

5
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Singing Major

1.O Listen carefully as your teacher sings major scales starting on different notes.

2. � Sing the C major scale slowly using the tonic sol-fa syllables.

D R   M  F   S L   T D’ T    L S F M R   D

Can you find semitones on
the piano keyboard?

A major scale is a
series of eight notes
whose names are in
alphabetical order. C D    E    F   G   A   B   C

DO

RE

TI

LA

SO

FA

MI

DO’

3.� I can sing the major scale without assistance: (check when completed)

o a)  ascending only.

o b) descending only.

o c)  ascending and descending.

o d) ascending and descending in one breath.

o e)  ascending and descending using vowel sounds.

o f )  with my eyes closed.

The unique sound of the major scale is due to the pattern of
(whole) tones and semitones. Semitones are found between
the 3rd and 4th and 7th and 8th degrees of the scale.

TONE TONE SEMITONE TONE TONE TONE SEMITONE

 scales

5.! Write the ascending C major scale using whole notes.

Moveable DO means that DO is always
the first note of the key or major scale.

When we sing in C major, DO is C.
When we sing in F major, DO is F.D   R  M F      S   L T  D’

4.� Sing the F major scale.

6Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids



SINGING major

triads
A triad is a chord made up of the first, third, and fifth
notes of a scale. The notes on the staff move from
line to line to line or space to space to space.

3.O Listen to the following three-note melodies, played at random by your teacher.

4.) Identify if the melodies are tones, semitones or triads.

tones semitones triad

A major triad is made up of the first, third and fifth
notes of a major scale.  DO, MI, SO. If the notes are played
one after another it is a broken triad. If the notes are
played at the same time, it is called a solid triad.

2.� Sing major triads ascending and descending using tonic sol-fa after your teacher
 plays a starting note.

Broken
triad

solid
triad

1. � Sing the following:

a) DO DO MI MI SO
b) DO MI DO MI     SO

c) DO MI MI SO SO
d) DO MI     MI       SO MI

a)

b)

thefullvoice.com
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An arpeggio is a broken chord made up of the first,
third, fifth and eighth notes of a scale.

DO  MI  SO  DO’

1.� Sing the arpeggios slowly using:

a) tonic sol-fa
b) note names
c) vowel sounds

2.� Sing the arpeggio with the following:

3.� Sing the following arpeggios.

BONUS QUESTIONS:
Look at the arpeggio exercises.
Can you find the following
music symbols?

a) fermata
b) repeat sign
c) articulation markings
d) time signature
e) treble clef
f) dynamic markings

g) bar lines

a) a very slow tempo (lento)
b) a moderate tempo (andante)
c) a fast tempo  (allegro)
d) a very fast tempo (presto)

a)

b)

a)

b)

thefullvoice.com

Arpeggio Challenge
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1. Red leather, yellow leather (x3)

2. Mixed biscuits (x3)

3. I wish to wash my Irish wrist watch.

4. Real Rock Wall (x3)

5. Purple paper people (x3)

6.  Any noise annoys an oyster, but a noisy noise annoys an oyster most.

7.  Rory the warrior and Roger the worrier were reared wrongly in a rural brewery.

8.  A big black bug bit a big black bear, made the big black bear bleed blood.

9.  Four furious friends fought for the phone.

10. So, this is the Sushi Chef.

thefullvoice.com

*

*

* Can be sung legato or staccato

A tongue twister is a phrase or sentence that is difficult to
speak quickly, usually because of alliteration (same
consonant sound)  or a sequence of similar sounding
words. Tongue twisters are great exercises for singers! twisters

tongue

Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids

TIPS FOR TONGUE TWISTERS
1.  Start slowly and carefully.

2.  Make sure the beginning AND the end
 of each word is clear.

3.  Repeat the phrase, gradually speed up
 while keeping clarity in the words.

9
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Articulations specify how individual notes are to
be performed within a phrase or passage of music.
Articulation markings are symbols that tell us
how to exactly sing (or play) a note (or notes).

2.� Sing the following exercise slowly.

The curved line connecting the notes is
called a slur. It tells us to sing legato.

1. � Sing the following exercise using relaxed, open vowel sounds.

Sing legato! Legato means smooth and connected.

 Sing Staccato! Staccato means short and detached. Staccato
notes are marked with dots above or below the note head.

3.� Sing the following exercises slowly.

5.� Sing your new exercise slowly. (Or make your teacher sing it!)

4.! Draw your own articulation markings in the exercise below.

Return to repertoire
Can you find articulation markings
in the music you are performing?

Why do you think the composer
wanted to use different articulations
in this song?

10

legato

staccato

Articulation challenge
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Singing with
dynamics

Dynamics refer to the volume that the music is being
sung or played.  Different volumes are marked in your
score with music symbols called dynamic markings.
Singing with dynamics makes music exciting.

gradually sing louder.

crescendo (cresc.)

decrescendo
diminuendo (dim.)

pianissimo         piano            mezzo piano                        mezzo forte   forte                           fortissimo
 very soft     soft            moderately soft               moderately loud  loud                     very loud

ppp fmp mf ff

3.ü Look at a piece from your repertoire.

 a)! circle all dynamic markings with a pencil.

 b)! add some of your own dynamic markings to this piece.

 c)� perform this music for your teacher focusing on performing
  all the dynamic markings.

1. � Sing the exercises below slowly using these dynamics:
 a) piano (p)    b) forte (f)    c) pianissimo (pp)
 d) a crescendo   e) a crescendo and a decrescendo

2.! Add some of your own dynamic markings to each exercise and
 make your teacher sing it.

 fortepiano (fp)
indicates a forte followed

immediately by piano

sforzando (sfz)
 with marked emphasis

morendo
dying away

pianoforte (pf)
soft and then

immediately strong

subito
 means “suddenly” as in

“subito piano”

poco
means “little” as in

“poco cresc.”

gradually sing softer.

DYNAMIC Challenge

b)

a)
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SCALES, TRIADS
& ARPEGGIOS

Major Scales

a) o an ascending major scale.                     b)o a descending major scale.

c) o an ascending and descending major scale.

Triads          Arpeggios

d) oa major triad.       e) o an ascending and descending arpeggio.

1.� Sing the following exercises without assistance from the piano.
 You may use tonic sol-fa or vowel sounds. Check when completed.

2.� Sing the following exercises.

a)

c)

d)

b)

Major scale: DO    RE    MI    FA    SO    LA    TI    DO’

Major triad: DO    MI    SO

Arpeggio: DO    MI    SO    DO’

12Vocal Warm-Ups & Technical Exercises for Kids
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ascending
Chromatic Scale

di   ri   fi  si   li

2.�Sing the ascending chromatic scale above using:
  a) vowel sounds.
  b) using different dynamics (piano and forte).
  c) using a different tempo (lento, moderato and allegro).
  d) using different articulations (legato and staccato).

3.)What is a sharp?

4.) Are you singing any songs that have chromatic passages?

1.� Sing the ascending chromatic scale very slowly. (Hand signs optional)

A semitone is the smallest interval.
A chromatic scale is a scale that moves in
semitones. You use different tonic sol-fa syllables
when you ascend and descend.

DO di   RE ri MI  FA fi  SO si   LA li    TI     DO’

U

di

ri

fi

si

li

Start  HERE

DO di   RE ri     MI  FA fi  SO

U
b)

c)

DO di   RE ri

a)

U

RE

FA

DO

MI

SO

LA

TI

DO’

13

Ascending chromatic tonic sol-fa
syllables are pronounced with an “EE”
sound. (di = “dee”)
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descending
Chromatic scale

te  le  se  me  ra

DO’  TI te   LA

1.!A chromatic scale moves in: (circle one)

whole tones            semitones            skips             steps

ra

me

le

Start  HERE

te

se

U
2.� Sing the descending chromatic scale very slowly. (Hand signs optional)

U
DO’  TI te  LA le   SO se  FA

U
DO’ TI te   LA le   SO se   FA   MI me RE ra    DO

Descending chromatic tonic sol-fa
syllables are all pronounced with an “AY”
sound (te = “tay”) except for “ra” which is
pronounced “RAW”.

RE

FA

DO

MI

SO

LA

TI

DO’

An interval is the distance between two notes.
A semitone (or half step) is the smallest interval.

A chromatic scale is a 12 note (plus octave) scale
that moves in semitones.

3.� Sing the desending chromatic scale slowly using vowel sounds.

4.)What is a flat?

14
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chromatic
Challenges!

What is an interval?
What is a semitone?
What is a chromatic scale?
How many notes are in a chromatic scale?

DO ___ RE ___ MI FA ___ SO ___ LA ___ TI DO’

1.! Fill in the missing ascending chromatic tonic sol-fa under the notes.

2.� Sing the ascending chromatic scale very slowly.

DO' TI ___ LA ___ SO ___ FA MI ___ RE ___ DO

3.! Fill in the missing descending chromatic tonic sol-fa under the notes.

4.� Sing the descending chromatic scale very slowly.

5.� Sing the following exercises slowly using:         a) tonic sol-fa      b) vowel sounds

6.� Sing the ascending and descending chromatic scale using:  a) tonic sol-fa b) vowel sounds

a)

b)
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Major & minor
pentascales

16

Penta means five and scale means degrees.
A pentascale is 5 notes in alphabetical order
with a specific pattern of tones and semitones.

major pentascale – tone, tone, semitone, tone.
minor pentascale – tone, semitone, tone, tone.

thefullvoice.com

1.� Sing the major pentascale below using:       a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

2.! Circle where the semitones are in this exercise.

PENTASCALE CHALLENGE

Can you play this exercise
on the piano?

Can you play a major
pentascale starting on a D?

3.� Sing the minor pentascale below using:    a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

4.! Circle where the semitones are in this exercise.

fb fb
Can you play this exercise on
the piano?

Can you play a minor
pentascale starting on a D?

5.� Warm up your voice by singing major and minor pentascales.

6.) What is the pattern of tones and semitones when singing a minor pentascale?

7.� Sing the following exercise after your teacher plays a starting note on piano. (Check when completed)

a)o a major pentascale                      b)o a minor pentascale.

c) o a major pentascale ascending and minor pentascale descending.

d)o a minor pentascale ascending and major pentascale descending.

DO RE me FA SO FA me RE DO

LA TI DO RE MI RE DO TI LA
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1.� Sing the following major triad slowly using:  a) tonic sol-fa   b) vowel sounds

b)

a)

A minor triad is the same as a major triad but the
middle note (3rd) is lowered by a semitone. Listen to
your teacher play or sing minor triads. How would
you describe the sound of a minor triad?

2.! Draw a flat beside the correct notes to make the exercise below a minor triad.

3.� Sing the following exercise slowly using:   a)  tonic sol-fa    b) vowel sounds

17

 Minor triads
Minor triads can be sung using the tonic sol-fa:

1. DO  me  SO or        2. LA  DO  MI

 Minor & Minor Challenges

Can you play  a minor triad on the piano?

4.� Sing the following exercises using:     a)  vowels      b) contrasting tempos      c) contrasting dynamics
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MINOR SCALE
NATURAL

1.� Sing the following major scale slowly using tonic sol-fa.

2.! Circle where the semitones are in a major scale.

Minor scales have a different pattern of tones and
semitones making them sound different from
major scales. Listen to your teacher play or sing
minor scales. How would you describe the sound?

Every major scale has a relative natural minor scale. A relative natural minor scale uses the
same key signature as the major scale but you sing LA to LA’ rather than DO to DO’.

natural minor scale

3.� From Low DO, sing steps down to LA. (DO, TI, LA)
4.� Now sing steps from LA to LA’. This is the sound of a natural minor scale.*

5.! Circle where the semitones are in a natural minor scale.

D R    M    F       S     L    T D’ T L S F M R D

L T D R M    F S L’ S F    M    R D T  L

*You can also sing minor scales starting on DO and using the
chromatic tonic sol-fa for notes that are lowered. (me, le, te)

D R me  F S     le te D’ te le   S    F me R D
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MINOR SCALE
HARMONICA harmonic minor scale is a natural minor scale

with the seventh note raised a semitone ascending
and descending. Listen to your teacher play or sing
harmonic minor scales. How would you describe
the sound of this scale?

1.!Write the tonic sol-fa syllables under the notes of each scale. For the minor
 scales, use the method that you prefer (starting on LA or DO).

2.! Circle where the semitones are in each scale.

3.� Sing the following scales very slowly using tonic sol-fa.

4.) Describe the sound of each scale.

a) major scale

b) natural minor scale (lowered 3rd, 6th and 7th)

c) harmonic minor scale (lowered 3rd and 6th)

5.!Add a sharp to the A natural minor scale below to make it a harmonic minor scale.

6.� Sing the following scale very slowly using:   a) tonic sol-fa    b) vowels

19
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MINOR SCALE
MELODIC

20

A melodic minor scale raises both the sixth and
seventh notes one semitone when ascending, and
descends like the natural minor scale. Listen to
your teacher play or sing this scale. How would
you describe the sound of this scale?

1.� Sing the minor pentascale below.

fb fb

2.� Sing the natural minor scale below.

3.� Sing the melodic minor scale below.

Minor scale CHALLENGE
4.OListen to your teacher play or sing natural minor, harmonic minor or melodic minor scales.
      Can you identify the minor scale?

5.� Sing the following minor scales after your teacher plays a starting note on the piano.
(Check when completed)

a)o minor pentascale                       b)o natural minor scale

c)o harmonic minor scale d)o melodic minor scale

Are you currently performing any repertoire that uses minor scales?

fb fn fn fb fb


